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Configuring and Monitoring Atlas

Cloudera Manager manages Atlas as a service, including monitoring its health and collecting its logs. Use Cloudera
Manager to configure additional health checks, set up extractors, and set other Atlas properties.

Typically, you would need to make changes to Atlas configuration for the following reasons:

• Expanding resources for the Atlas server. For example in CDP Data Center, the initial memory allocation for
Atlas is 2 MB.

• Changing Atlas security settings to add security levels or update parameters for Knox, LDAP, TLS, and Kerberos.
• Updating Atlas for other environment changes such as log directory locations.

To start or stop metadata collection from a service, make the configuration change in the properties for that service.

Atlas collects metadata for services in a given cluster managed by Cloudera Manager. If Cloudera Manager manages
more than one cluster, you may have multiple instances of Atlas, one in each cluster. When you check the health of
Atlas or configure its properties, make sure you are working in the correct cluster.

Here are some of the Atlas operations you can perform from Cloudera Manager:

Related Information
Changing the Configuration of a Service or Role Instance

Showing Atlas Server status
Cloudera Manager shows the status of the Atlas Server role running in a given cluster. To understand if the Atlas UI
is up and working for users, check the health of the other services on which Atlas depends: HBase, Kafka, and Solr.

The high-level status that Cloudera Manager shows for Atlas indicates the health of the Atlas Service. If you are
experiencing problems with the Atlas UI or with metadata not showing up as expected, check to make sure the
dependent services are also healthy.

To view the high-level status of Atlas and its dependent services:
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1. Open the Cloudera Manager Admin Console.

• public cloud  From CDP Public Cloud, access Cloudera Manager through your Data Lake.
• private cloud  From CDP Private Cloud Base, access Cloudera Manager directly in your browser.

2. Choose Clusters<cluster name>. The cluster detail page shows the high-level status of each service. Check Atlas,
HBase, Kafka, and Solr.

Understanding Atlas status

The Atlas status bubbles up to a single health indicator, which appears in many places including the service name

.

To see more detail of the Atlas status:

1. Click the links in the top-level status to drill into the recent health tests and events.
2. Drill into specific health test to open the detail page for the test.

If the Atlas status is anything but a green check for "healthy", you can use the content of the page to identify the
problem. Check the following:

• If Atlas is stopped, was it stopped deliberately or did it shutdown on its own? To restart the service, see Restarting
a Cloudera Runtime Service. To review what may have caused Atlas to shutdown, click the status icon to open a
more detailed list of recent events.

• If Atlas shows a red exclamation point for "bad" health, check to see if one of the services it depends upon is
stopped: HBase, Kafka, and Solr all run in the same cluster to support Atlas.

Related Information
Cloudera Manager Health Tests

Viewing Service Status in Cloudera Manager
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Accessing Atlas logs
You can view and download Atlas logs through Cloudera Manager.

To access the Atlas Server log:

1. Open the Cloudera Manager Admin Console.

• From CDP Public Cloud, access Cloudera Manager through your Data Lake.
• From CDP Private Cloud Base, access Cloudera Manager directly in your browser.

2. Choose Clusters<cluster name>.
3. Open the Atlas service page by clicking the Atlas Server instance, typically "ATLAS-1".
4. In the Atlas Server detail page, click the Atlas Service role link.
5. In the Log Files menu, select Role Log File.

This option opens the Atlas application.log file, showing the latest contents of the log. You can filter the entries to
a particular date range and save the log locally (Download button).
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